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Invitees are told they can bring three other guests, but some of them must sign a nondisclosure agreement. But
most of all, the timing is The party is happening just a few days later -- the night before free agency opens.
There has to be more to this. Four days later, at a sprawling mansion in an OKC suburb, Westbrook walks
onto a stage set up in a spacious backyard in front of the crowd. When the cheering subsides, he takes the
microphone and says he wants to introduce a surprise guest. Westbrook struts to the front of the stage, setting
a foot on one of the monitors and cupping his hand to his ear. Showing me the love, showing my family the
love. It took a whole year. Most pundits and suits around the league saw the George acquisition as a one-year
rental. The Thunder saw a one-year opportunity. They were going to be intentional, direct, honest and
transparent. So on July 11, , George steps off a private plane and is greeted by his new coach, Billy Donovan,
and Thunder GM Sam Presti, the man who had traded for him 10 days earlier. He sidesteps his way down the
stairs and sees hundreds of fans pressed against a chain-link fence, holding signs and giant cutouts of his face
and chanting his name. George waves to the crowd and shakes hands with Thunder officials, then a deep-blue
billboard with popping white letters hovering behind one of the hangars catches his eye. We Only Play One
Way: Like everything else that is to come in the next 48 hours, the placement of that billboard -- along with
the others on his route downtown and the scrolling marquee by his hotel that read "Hi Paul, lace up -- practice
in 5" -- was thoughtfully planned, the wording pored over in meetings. The Thunder call it "onboarding" when
they bring a new player to the organization, but this is something else. Within hours of trading for George,
they had set objectives for his first days in Oklahoma: They intended to reset the conversation and shift away
from the single-season mindset. The setting is intentionally loose. They want it to feel natural. The expectation
is that everything will wrap up around 10 p. They know each other a little, having both grown up in Southern
California and played together with USA Basketball, but there is no prior relationship. That first night, they
talk about family and kids, about their favorite football teams and about the upcoming Mayweather-McGregor
fight. Westbrook, in town just for the night, has a 6 a. I felt that was just how they operated. A few days into
camp, Westbrook signs a five-year extension keeping him with the franchise through the prime of his career.
George is asked whether that would factor into his future decision. The Thunder are four games under. There
are a lot of problems, but at the core is a simple issue: He is coming off a late-summer procedure on his right
knee, but he is also strikingly indecisive and hesitant -- two things he is defined by not being. He seems to be
overcompensating to make sure he, George and Carmelo Anthony are all on the same plane. His concerns
about the mix are not unfounded: He wants to win more than anyone on the court, but his desire to win can
complicate the outcome. But things got more and more out of control. Personnel have changed through the
years, coaches have changed, but Westbrook is the constant. Some free agents the Thunder pursued in and ,
such as Mike Miller and Pau Gasol , questioned what their future would look like in OKC with a
ball-dominant player like Westbrook. The team attempted to reform its offense a number of times, each
iteration dissolving at some point in the season as the gravity of Westbrook eventually swallowed it. But this
time, George is open to finding his role within the Russell Westbrook Experience. That motivates me, that
pushes me, that keeps me going. He plays 52 minutes and leads the team in basically every box score
category, with the game, typically, hinging on him doing something very good, or very bad, when it counts.
With less than 10 seconds left, Westbrook lingers with the ball near the elbow, drawing Joel Embiid from the
restricted area just enough to hit a cutting Andre Roberson for two of his four points. Westbrook finishes with
a point, rebound, assist triple-double and caps the win by waving Embiid off the floor. His unpredictability
makes him special; it also can hold him back. By January, he has planted himself in the middle of Defensive
Player of the Year conversations, switching his focus as Westbrook continues to shoulder the offensive load.
George and Westbrook rank in steals. George is first in deflections and third in defensive win shares. The
Thunder will not win the championship. A three-way tiebreaker hands them the fourth seed and home court in
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the first round, but OKC falls to the Jazz in six games, eliminated in a game in which Westbrook attempts 43
shots to score 46 points and George finishes with five points on 2-of shooting. The game before, Westbrook
and George had sparked a miraculous rally, bringing the Thunder back from 25 down. With Anthony benched
for the comeback, it was a snapshot of what the chemistry could create, the perfect balance of control and
chaos. In the rare time that it was a good thing, it felt as if Westbrook and George were the only two players
the Thunder needed. But then they are out, another first-round exit, and in his desperation to win, Westbrook
provides rival executives the alternative pitch: Why would anyone want to play with that guy? And he is
determined that it be different with George. The consequences of George leaving would be colossal for the
franchise -- a complete teardown would likely follow. But for Westbrook, who put himself out there for
George, his reputation is hanging in the balance: It is something George considers, of course. You should be
an a--hole at some point. Westbrook leans against the van, paintball gun held by his waist, and peers out.
George glides past his right flank, moving up to an old windowless transport bus. Seeing his chance, George
steps out and opens fire. George knows a different Westbrook than other players who came through OKC do.
Those who have spent time around Westbrook over the years rave about his growth in maturity and leadership,
a significant spike in the line graph coming after Durant left. This paintball outing never would have happened
with that version of Westbrook -- on-court chemistry was only one factor in his fallout with Durant. Especially
in their younger days, Durant was a socializer, wanting to go out on the road or have teammates over to play
video games. Westbrook has always been more of a homebody. Durant left the Thunder for a lot of reasons,
but somewhere on that list were the feelings of isolation he got from Westbrook. They come from two-parent
homes with tight-knit siblings and stable support systems. I know how much he helps me and how much he
opens the game up for me. He has input for the guest list, picks out the menu and decorations. He chooses Nas
to perform. George talks about being on a mission with Westbrook and their combined desire to win a
championship together. He had a lot to do with me coming back here. Presti and the Thunder contingent head
back to Oklahoma feeling good about their chances. George is scheduled to fly to OKC a day later, on
Saturday the same day as the party -- fancy that! This time there are no fans, no signs, no strategically placed
billboards. He has flown to OKC in secrecy. It is pouring rain, and he quickly hops into a black SUV and
heads to the Thunder practice facility. He eats dinner and meets with a very small contingent of Thunder brass,
including Bennett and Presti. A few hours later, the sky clear, George heads north to that house in Arcadia,
arriving around 9: He sees Westbrook waiting for him, and they hug. They head inside and talk with Nas, with
Westbrook joking -- maybe? Then Westbrook and George grab microphones and climb onto the stage.
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Add tags for "Stay young, start now: a family doctor's guide to more energy, less stress, and better sex". Be the first.

3: EstÃ©e Lauder Stay Young. Start Now. Your Age Prevention
In Stay Young, Start Now, Dr. Alan Bonsteel takes a dual approach to this problem, synthesizing research from a wide
variety of disciplines that integrate the mind and body, and using an upbeat, inspiring tone to inform readers of the
benefits of taking care of their mental and physical health.

4: The inside story of how Russell Westbrook convinced Paul George to stay in Oklahoma City
Dear Dr. Cutler, I sincerely want to thank you for all your help and support with my book, Stay Young, Start Now: A
Family Doctor's Guide to More Energy, Less Stress and Better Sex.

5: 10 Tips To Start Being Mindful Now - Mindful
Macy's is offering this Choose Your Makeup Trio & Skincare Duo 7-Pc. gift FREE at checkout (up to $ value) with any
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$35 EstÃ©e Lauder purchase. As a deal idea they also have this EstÃ©e Lauder Stay Young, Start Now Set on sale for
$35 ($70 value).
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